
Teachers make great demands on their voices; they talk all day long in the classroom and have to project loud enough  
so that all their students can hear them clearly. Unfortunately, this stress on the voice can lead to vocal strain and fatigue.* 
A survey in the UK by the Royal National Institute for Deaf People revealed that 59% of schools reported teaching days 
being lost due to vocal strain.* The cost of finding replacement teachers as a result is significant.

The solution? Soundfield technology. Amplifying a teacher’s voice so that it reaches the entire classroom means that students 
don’t miss a word, and teachers can do their job without the added stress of shouting to be heard. 

In a class of its own: 
Roger™ SoundField
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*For references please visit www.phonakpro.com/soundfield

Roger SF Touchscreen Mic
Intuitive microphone worn  
by the teacher.

Roger DigiMaster 
The sophisticated loudspeaker 
transmits the teacher’s voice 
throughout the whole class.

Why Roger SoundField by Phonak?

1. Better vocal health
Being able to teach without vocal strain means less chance of dry throat
symptoms, fatigue while talking, vocal effort and loss of voice.* The risk of
long-term vocal health problems is also reduced.*

2. Improved class management
When students respond to instructions the first time around, in-class discipline is
easier to maintain.* Plus, less repetition by the teacher means more time to get
through the work that needs to be covered.

3. Superior performance
Being able to hear and respond to instructions better has been shown to improve
student performance.* Schools perform better financially too, thanks to reduced
teacher absenteeism due to loss of voice and the associated replacement teacher
costs.*

With the best ever speech-in-noise performance, Roger SoundField is a class above 
the rest.* Fully automated settings make it easy to use — Just plug it in, turn on 
and teach. 

Because teachers need a little help too

Learn more at womcom.com.auPhone 1800 966 266

https://womcom.com.au/

